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lnstructions
o Use black ink or ball-point pen.
o Fill in the boxes at the top of this page with your name,

centre number and candidate number.
Answer all questions.

Answer the questions in the spaces provided

- there may be more space than you need.

You must show allyour working.
Diagrams are NOT accurately drawn, unless otherwise indicated.
Calculators may be used.
lf your calculator does not have a z button, take the value of n to be 3.142
unless the question instructs otherwise.

lnformation
o The total mark for this paper is 80
o The marks for each question are shown in brackets

- use this as a guide as to how much time to spend on each question.

Advice

o Read each question carefully before you start to answer it.
o Keep an eye on the time.
o Try to answer every question.
o Check your answers if you have time at the end.
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Answer ALL questions"

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

You must write down all the stages in your working.

I 8: {odd numbers less than 30}
A: {3,9, 15, 21,27}
B: {5, 15,25}

(a) Complete the Venn diagram to represent this information.

t't

-1 \\ \j \-a
"1 L3 2a

s
2s

3
a

2*\

{'$}

A number is chosen at random from the universal set, I
(b) What is the probability that the number is in the set A u B?

-7
ts

{2}

(Total for Question 1 is 6 marks)
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2 Solve the simultaneous equations

3x_l y: _4
3x-4Y:6

oO
4

^l'\(y -w s5---\o
:l 4 -z

i^ O 3=. -2-- *v
3-.=- :' * z
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{h-<-lz- ci,- 6

A>s *L_ _ t+* -Z3

-z + 9-- 6 L-=-=-

":. ..]- S

-2 <er

(Total for Question 2 is 3 marks)
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3 The table shows some information about the dress sizes of 25 women.

Dress size Number of women

8 2

10 I
t2 8

l4 6

(a) Find the median dress size.

369
t< t< '){
LJ LJ LJ

(b) Is Zoe correct?

*_€F.:

:= {-
-.J-

{i.B

?-(
3

\i.e
lu I

3 of the 25 women have a shoe size of 7

Zoe says that if you choose at random one of the 25 women, the probability that she has

either a shoe size of 7 or adress size of 14 is 3 b..uur.
25

You must give a reason for your answer.

\y**i ro^-3 ' .-fk*' "-\o- L""-
c )F.t

r':,€j'
b L*

\ r\€- {=r"* * €^/<l/#5 a-t<-

4
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tal for Question 3 is 2 marks)

naL^t--*dr:1, q->< <--( L-,t. S t-we
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4 Daniel bakes 420 cakes.
He bakes only vanilla cakes, banana cakes, lemon cakes and chocolate cakes.

)a ofthe cakes are vanilla cakes.
7

35%o ofthe cakes are banana cakes.
The ratio of the number of lemon cakes to the number of chocolate cakes is 4 : 5

Work out the number of lemon cakes Daniel bakes.

V 4- a*LQ -- r2o
1

G 35 L+Z-e e \Lr-t

- 

X

laq Lg1

r-4-2-€ -2A1 
P- 153

I:-'" €
cf:f

l<3'=a-\-

l-fi><t-1 < 6K

6 e \."r=^
(Total for Question 4 is 5 marks)
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5 In the diagram, AB, BC and CD are three sides of a regular polygon P.

D

Show that polygon P is a hexagon.
You must show your working.
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polygon P

12-sided polygon
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The density of apple juice is 1.05 grams per cm3.

The density of fruit syrup is 1.4 grams per cm3.

The density of carbonated water is 0.99 grams per cm3.

25 cm3 of apple juice are mixed with 15 cm3 of fruit syrup and
280 cm3 of carbonated water to make a drink with a volume of 320 cm3.

Work out the density of the drink.
Give your answer correct to 2 decimal places.

ftpe\* 6atri*f S ?

f\/\e-.r..s ='

/r {a..f"f ?

\ -<l 5-w 2-f tS
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7 ABC is a right-angled triangle.

B

*'F f

Calculate the length of AB.

c_A t-t
:T:*,ft

' (z-3 *\ \, (.S:5
€ S-' t6€t<<

<--9d-->, <) \-J cm

"--"""(Te1?Ite-"Lg*-esIe"u"l-i-q2Jrat*":l

,a{-i
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A square, with sides of length xcm, is inside a circle.
Each vertex of the square is on the circumference of the circle.

The area of the circle is 49 cmz.

Work out the value of x.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.
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The box plot shows information about the distribution of the amounts of money spent by
some male students on their holidays.

E:il
I e--^',*;:li.<.

e L.**{{.-€bs

0 100 zaa 300 400 500 500 700 800 900 1000

Money speni. (f )

(a) Work out the interquartile range for the amounts of money spent by these rnale students.

t G_G * crG_ * {-q
s i?{3 rg*ig

.r -.1
^ L t<*, '*'
t,Ll-JY

/3\
\R J

The table below shows information about the distribution of the amounts of rnoney spent

by some female students on their holidays.

(b) On the grid above, draw a box plot for the information in the table.

Lower
quartile

180

't0
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Chris says,

"The box plots show that the female students spent more money than the male students."

(c) Is Chris correct?
Give a reason for your answer.

LI4f L-s i ":* €:orfe c.€ . fl-r*- Jl*"'.o-\*-s
'I
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{{}

(Total for Question 9 is 5 marks)

10 Naoby invests f6000 for 5 years.
The investment gets compound interest of xYo per annum.

At the end of 5 years the investment is worth f8029.35

Work out the value of x.
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11 Jeff is choosing a shrub and a rose tree for his garden.

At the garden centre there are 17 different types of shrubs and some rose trees.

Jeff says,

"There are 275 different ways to choose one shrub and one rose tree."

Could Jeff be correct?
You must show how you get your answer.

Z\ f + ra €- \2-.G Lr*l

( ?- 54,4 v-s n-b
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:: ir-r,i
-_\ <_t-4-
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(Total for Question 11 is 2 marks)

12 The points A, B, C and D lie in order on a straight line.

AB:BD: 1:5
AC:CD:7:11

Work out AB:BC:CD T *1
Ir ^J \ 5 {

_
;'(

_
Dtr,A
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3-

-f
lr -J

E<: f;: *r<
- f-J< -:tr-3u-= -ac\

u- : $:ct : €$-t= ( * &s oe) 
(Totar for euestion 12 is 3 marks) 
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Write down the three inequalities that define the shaded region"

G"r-**ie.,*t ft ? L
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Cz,. t- 3) C)>

a.+1-
t?J=+S

{3}

(b) Make u the subject of the formula w - l5(t - 2v)

v

V rnv

\.r'r{ - {-5t 3OY

Vv\rr36v: ls&

v/ (*.- 3') : ls t
v-- l<b

r..J+34

I S{r
v/ = vrl +-3 q'

{.$,i

(Total for Question 14 is 6 marks)
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15

The area of triangle ABC is 6Ji m'.

Calculate the value of x.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.
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(Total for Question 15 is 5 marks)

(x + 3)metres

(2x * l)metres
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l6 Using x,+t = -2 - +
X,,

with xo : -2.5

(a) find the values of xr, .r2 and x3
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(b) Explain the relationship between the values of x,, x, and x, and the equation v3 + 2x2 + 4 : 0

]u_t-*-*= s+f<- *.-\"\ ry Prc*s c-6ts+S3 f o '*-$-r

,3e a ir na!,qr= s+eq-r+*+ql=':] uL*r*JEr.riLi .
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f+--<=*:{*dee :!{:s*- -}o i : 
{?}

(Total for Question 16 is 5 marks)
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17 Atraintravelled along a track in 110 minutes, correct to the nearest 5 minutes. Tao.,.r- : [o
Jake finds out that the track is 270 km long. T-r^,pp rr - t I
He assumes that the track has been measured correct to the nearest 10 km.

(a) Could the average speed of the train have been greater than I 60 km/h?
You must show how you get your answer.

S.E P---
-T:

S'-,.pp.r e D]51gj 7a{

3) g*..^,- = ?-6

b .-7P(a- €'

T-\prr \o1 ' -f
: z'rrFl3

No / *1.1ef,- f,-.^-^d u-s I g j \e-'^^' {^ (S
{d}

Jake's assumption was wrong.
The track was measured correct to the nearest 5 km.

(b) Explain how this could affect your decision in part.(a).

lx\-,,.., Dvya1: . € T=?.'S \..1 ) s=
le#d yJ *.^1.{. te- \,<,.sS :u"s}^ [ S

A i * d e€-s ,-e+ =f,F-.* +i"& "{,e-c-r^ 
c tsrr

a,\ sLL\\ \<=qs#,-*. \€o U?s\[k.{^}
(Total for Question 17 is 5 marks)

h-" / ,^;^.-*
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A, B and C are points on a circle of radius 5 cm, centre O.

DA and DC are tangents to the circle.
DO:9 cm

Work out the length of arc ABC.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.
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\+J
uestion 18 is 5 marks
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19 Solve2x2+3x-2>0

Cz*- - t) (.< o2)
A

-) L:^? _ -t_-J*- z

(Total for Question 19 is 3 marks)
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The equation of a curve is y : d
I is the point where the curve intersects the y-axis.

(a) State the coordinates of A. r€:
\r'{*

6
_€a

(Q\")
{R}

The equation of circle C is x2 + f : 16

Tlre circle C is translated by the vector f :) ," give circle B.' \0./
(b) Draw a sketch of circle B.

Label with coordinates
the centre of circle B
and any points of intersection with the x-axis.

./t\

3

L

tl

(-l ru 6 (:,-)

{$}

(Total for Question 20 is 4 marks)

TOTAL FOR PAPER IS 80 MARKS
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